
 

Subject: Week 1 learnings

Team

Here are my learnings from week 1.

1. An induction program does not start from day one when you join, but at least two months before.
The HR team led by Poonam did a splendid job of getting me inducted. My email id was active two
months before I joined, all the formalities were handled with care. The induction program was well
designed, I got to meet senior leaders on my various Mumbai trips. I also had the opportunity to
meet all of you at least twice. We should try and do our best to make new people feel at home and I
certainly was wiser for the experience.

2. It’s a large conglomerate. My career has been with companies that had a similar common thread or
as consultant’s state it – stuck to a knitting. Here is a large conglomerate – cement, telecom, apparel,
metals, retail, textiles etc. A conglomerate typically rides out business cycles, that’s an advantage
and the challenge is to realize the synergies. My lesson, in every conglomerate, seek the opportunity,
do not worry about reconciling the differences. A large conglomerate looks at businesses,
geographies and technologies to grow. Growth will happen organic and via inorganic routes.

3. Brands are at the heart of value creation – value creation in terms of profit and in terms of market
cap. Putting the brands in one category will get us secular growth. For example, apparel will have
secular growth but slicing it  will give
us a different picture and will also drive the value creation strategy for the brands. We have to see
what the future footprint of brands with value creation will look like.



4. The common things we should think across businesses are growth opportunities via acquisitions,
business models, sustainability, digitization and revenue management. How can we spread best
practice into next practice for the next round of businesses?

5.  Teams work
very differently from individuals. Building a collective purpose is not easy, but can be done with the
right balance of individualism and team sense. WE have to build talent in a team as opposed to
talent in an individual. That requires us to work more horizontally and less vertically. That requires us
to respect ideas and not hierarchy. 

All the best, look forward to this week.

Wr
shiv




